We construct quasi-local conserved currents in the six-vertex model with anisotropy parameter η by making use of the quantum-group approach of Bernard and Felder. From these currents, we construct parafermionic operators with spin 1+iη/π that obey a discrete-integral condition around lattice plaquettes embedded into the complex plane. These operators are identified with primary fields in a c = 1 compactified free Boson conformal field theory. We then consider a vertex-face correspondence that takes the six-vertex model to a trigonometric SOS model, and construct SOS operators that are the image of the six-vertex currents under this correspondence. We define corresponding SOS parafermionic operators with spins s = 1 and s = 1 + 2iη/π that obey discrete integral conditions around SOS plaquettes embedded into the complex plane. We consider in detail the cyclic-SOS case corresponding to the choice η = iπ(p − p )/p, with p < p coprime. We identify our SOS parafermionic operators in terms of the screening operators and primary fields of the associated c = 1 − 6(p − p ) 2 /pp conformal field theory.
Introduction
Conserved currents play a key role in the construction and analysis of quantum field theories. They are of particular interest in two dimensions: using complex co-ordinates z = x + it and z = x − it, the current conservation law is 1) and if the current obeys the additional condition
then ∂zJ = 0 and so J is a holomorphic field -a hallmark of a conformal field theory (CFT). Suppose we consider instead a two-dimensional classical statistical mechanical model which at a given critical point is expected to correspond to a specific CFT. These correspondences are usually made by identifying critical indices, the central charge, finite-size behaviour, etc. Constructing and exploiting such connections has been one of the main activities and key successes of CFT since the earliest work [1] . While useful and exhaustive, most of the work that deals with the critical continuum limit of 2D lattice models has been heuristic. Rigorous results exist only for a very restricted set of solvable models: dimers [2] , the Ising model [3, 4] , critical percolation [5, 6] , and self-avoiding walks [7] . A necessary requirement for the proof of theorems relating to the critical continuum limit has been the construction of an operator that obeys a discrete-lattice version of both conditions (1.1) and (1.2). Such lattice operators are variously referred to as 'discretely-holomorphic' or 'preholomorphic' (see the review [8] and references therein).
The search for discretely-holomorphic operators beyond the class of models related to the Ising model has led a number of authors to consider how such operators might be constructed for 2D solvable lattice models and their associated 1D quantum integrable systems [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . A systematic method of constructing currents obeying a discrete analogue of (1.1) for solvable models defined in terms of an underlying quantum group was formulated in [18] . This approach leads naturally to quasi-local operators -meaning that the operators are associated with both a lattice insertion point and a path from this point to the lattice boundary. This quantumgroup method has been previously exploited by the current authors and collaborators in order to construct quasi-local conserved currents for dense and dilute loop models [14] and for the chiral Potts model [15] .
In general, the quasi-local conserved currents that come from the quantum-group approach do not, at least by construction, obey a discrete version of equation (1.2); thus, they are not discretely holomorphic and their existence does not immediately open the way for a rigorous proof of the critical CFT limit. Nevertheless they have other uses: their conformal spin naturally appears in a direct way (see for example (4.24) below), and thus a heuristic identification with a CFT operator is almost immediate. Another, more formal, result is that the direct hexagonal-lattice analogue of the dense-loop-model operator was used in [7] in the proof of a long-standing conjecture of Nienhuis regarding the connectivity constant of a hexagonal lattice [19, 20] . A further example appeared in the context of the chiral Potts model in which the use of quantum group currents led to the definition of new parafermionic operators that generalise the parafermionic algebra of the Z N clock model (which corresponds to the critical limit of the chiral Potts model) [15] . Furthermore, a careful analysis of the critical limit of the discrete version of (1.1) led to a perturbed CFT identification of the chiral Potts model that agreed with and extended a long-standing prediction of Cardy [21] .
Motivated primarily by such practical uses, we describe in this paper the construction and CFT identification of conserved currents in the six-vertex (6V) model and a related trigonometric Solid-On-Solid (SOS) model. In the 6V model, these currents can be read off directly from the construction method of [18] . By identifying the spin in the manner mentioned above, we connect the critical continuum limit of these operators with primary fields in a compactified free-boson CFT. In contrast, such a direct approach is not possible for the trigonometric SOS model, as in this case there is no underlying quantum group (there is a quasi-Hopf algebra [22] , but this algebra lacks the required coalgebra structure that is central to the approach of [18] ). Instead, we rely on a vertex-face correspondence to map the currents of the 6V model to those of the SOS model. Given the quasi-local structure of the currents, it is by no means clear in advance that this mapping will lead to quasi-local operators in the SOS model, or that they will obey a discrete version of (1.1). We show that both of these statements are true and go on to identify the operators in different CFT limits.
The content of this paper is as follows: in Section 2 we give a brief description of discrete versions of the Cauchy-Riemann relations. Then in Section 3 we fix our conventions for the 6V and trigonometric SOS models, and give the vertex-face correspondence. In Section 4, we describe the construction of conserved currents within the algebraic picture of the 6V model, and identify the resulting parafermionic operators with primary fields of a compactified free boson CFT in the critical continuum limit. In Section 5, we map the 6V currents to SOS currents using the vertex-face correspondence, and define parafermionic operators in the SOS model. We then consider the special case of cyclic SOS models in Section 6, and describe the identification of our lattice operators with local and parafermionic operators in CFT. Finally, we draw some conclusions in Section 7.
2 Discrete Current Conservation and Cauchy-Riemann Relations
In this section, we explain the various forms of the discrete relations that we refer to in the rest of the paper. The Cauchy-Riemann relations for a complex function J x (x, t) + iJ t (x, t) are
Now consider a discretization of the above, where the functions are defined at the midpoints of a square unit-length lattice. More precisely, J x will be defined on horizontal edges only, and J t on vertical edges only. Then a possible discretization of these conditions is
3)
around the following plaquettes:
We can embed these relations into the complex plane in various ways. The obvious way is to choose the embedding ι : (x, t) → x + it. Then defining
we see that the relations (2.3-2.4) become respectively
where z i = ι( u i ), w i = ι( v i ), and δz i and δw i are the anticlockwise oriented edges of the embedded plaquettes corresponding to (2.5) . At this point, it is important to point out a potential source of confusion: we use the notation Φ(z) for this and other discrete functions in the complex plane (as opposed to, say, Φ(z,z)) but this does not imply that Φ is a holomorphic, or discretely holomorphic, function. A more general embedding is ι : (x, t) → e iα 1 x + e iα 2 t, where α 1 and α 2 are the angles of the images of the x and t axes in the complex plane. Then we define
The relations (2.6) still follow from the discrete relations (2.3-2.4) in this more general case. The sums in (2.6) may be interpreted as discrete integrals around the corresponding embedded rhombic plaquettes. Thus, starting from just a current conservation law of the form (2.3), we have different ways of choosing the embedding into the complex plane to obtain a discrete integral condition 4 i=1 Φ(z i )δz i = 0 around a vertex. In the following sections, we shall use a particular embedding, whose choice is determined by consistency with the Yang-Baxter equation and crossing symmetry, and which produces an operator Φ(z) in a simple form with a prefactor that can be immediately interpreted in terms of the spin of the operator.
The Six-Vertex and Trigonometric SOS Models
In this section, we introduce our notation for the six-vertex model and describe a vertex-face correspondence between the Boltzmann weights of this model and those of a trigonometric SOS model. Our prescription is a trigonometric limit of the standard vertex-face correspondence between the eight-vertex and elliptic SOS models described in [23, 24] . We were inspired to consider such trigonometric SOS models by the work [25] . We will firstly recall how the partition function of both models are related under the vertex-face correspondence. Then in Section 5, we will go on to consider how correlation functions of our quasi-local operators behave under the vertex-face correspondence. where λ and η are complex numbers. Note that we use ± for the spin variables, while the arrows indicate the orientation of the lines of the lattice. The weights corresponding to the above vertices form the entries of the R-matrix
The six-vertex model
and it is sometimes useful to associate the spectral parameter λ with the edges as follows:
In matrix-form we have
The R-matrix obeys the Yang-Baxter equation
which can be represented as:
The R-matrix also satisfies the (normalised) unitarity and crossing symmetry relations
The trigonometric SOS model
Baxter showed in [23] that it was possible to relate the eight-vertex model to an elliptic SOS model -the latter is a height model on a square lattice with Boltzmann weights associated with the faces. This correspondence was generalised in subsequent work [26] and also re-expressed in the language of the dynamical Yang-Baxter equation [27] . We do not need or discuss this dynamical approach in this paper.
The vertex-face correspondence
The starting point for our trigonometric vertex-face correspondence is to introduce certain vector-valued functions of the spectral parameter λ that depend upon pairs (a, b) of height variables living in x 0 + Z (where x 0 ∈ C is an arbitrary reference point) with |a − b| = 1. These functions are sometimes called Baxter intertwiners. More precisely, we have a column-vector valued function ψ(a, b|λ) and row-vector valued function ψ * (a, b|λ) given by
The following pictorial representation [28] of the vector components ψ(a, b|λ) ε , ψ * (a, b|λ) ε , ε ∈ {±1}, is very useful:
The six-vertex R-matrix and Baxter intertwiners obey the following relations
where we introduce the notation λ ij = λ i − λ j . Here the function W depends on four height variables (a, b, c, d) and is non-zero in the case when |a − b| = |b − c| = |c − d| = |d − a| = 1. Explicitly, we have for any
This function will form the Boltzmann weight of a configuration of four heights around a face, which we represent by the picture
We refer to the statistical-mechanical model so-defined as the trigonometric SOS model (or just SOS model). With these graphical conventions, the vertex-face correspondence relations (3.7-3.8) become
and
The Baxter intertwiners ψ and ψ * also obey the following inversion relations:
where, following [28, 29] , we define
If we represent this modified intertwiner as
The SOS model weights obey the face version of the Yang-Baxter equation
Graphically, this is represented as: 
Correspondence of the partition functions
The correspondence between the partition functions of the six-vertex and SOS models starts by dressing the boundary of the six-vertex model with the Baxter intertwiners, with the external boundary heights fixed. The vertex-face correspondence is used repeatedly starting either from the NE or SW corner of the lattice. If we start from the NE corner and use (3.7) then we arrive at the correspondence = , where all internal height variables are summed over. We can then apply the relation (3.12a) repeatedly starting from the NW corner, in order to arrive at equality with the pure SOS partition function:
.
We can also apply this vertex-face correspondence to connect correlation functions of local operators in the six-vertex model to those in the SOS model. This approach was used successfully to compute such correlation functions in the eight-vertex case in the thermodynamic limit in [28, 29] . In this paper we are interested in using the vertex-face correspondence to connect correlation functions of quasi-local operators in the six-vertex and SOS models for finite-size lattices. We shall introduce the relevant six-vertex model quasi-local operators in the next section.
Conserved Currents in the Six-Vertex Model
In this section, we recall the relation of the six-vertex model to the quantum affine algebra U q ( sl 2 ), and construct quasi-local conserved currents in terms of the Chevalley generators of this algebra. This way of relating quantum groups and quasi-local conserved currents was proposed in a more general setting by Bernard and Felder [18] and was exploited in the context of discrete holomorphicity in previous work of the authors and collaborators [14, 15] .
The algebraic picture of the six-vertex model
The algebra U q ( sl 2 ) is an associative algebra generated by the Chevalley generators e i , f i , t ±1 i , i ∈ {0, 1}, with relations
and additional Serre relations (a gentle introduction to quantum affine algebras can be found in [30] ). Here q is a parameter, which we can take to be a complex number, and we write:
The algebra is a Hopf algebra, meaning that it has additional structure including a coproduct ∆ :
, which we here choose as
The representation of U q ( sl 2 ) that is relevant to the six-vertex model is that specified by the module V λ = C 2 ⊗ C[e λ , e −λ ] with action
The R-matrix (3.1) is then the map
where ∆ (x) = P • ∆(x) • P is the opposite co-product with P (x ⊗ y) = y ⊗ x.
Currents corresponding to Chevalley generators
For our purposes, it is useful to consider the generatorsf i = e i t
following from the above. The coproduct structure means that there is action of U q ( sl 2 ) on the
on this space is given by
i . Now we adopt the pictorial representation of [18] : we represent the space V λ by a downwards directed edge and the action of either f i orf i as 1
Furthermore, we represent the action of t i and t
The action of f i orf i on the space V ⊗N λ can be represented by
(j-th)
, and the action of t i and t
Elementary moves of tail operators
The ( Finally, we note that t −1
has the diagrammatic realisation
Using (4.5) with x = t 
Current conservation
Now let us use the R-matrix commutation relation (4.5) with x = f i ,f i . Noting the coproduct formulae (4.2) and (4.6), it is apparent that this commutation relation becomes
Hence, we have the four-term relation
around any vertex (the third from the left in the example) in a product of R-matrices. Also note that using (4.10) and (4.11) one can move the wavy 'tail' corresponding to either t i or t
through any vertex. Exploiting this ability we find for example that = .
We can extend these various relations to the computation of correlation functions of these quasi-local operator insertions into the 2D lattice. For example we might compute the correlation function corresponding to the configuration sum with the following operator insertion at the lattice point r (corresponding to the cross):
. Dividing this configuration sum by the partition function, we obtain a quasi-local current expectation value, which we can denote by j( r) . It will depend on the insertion point r and the boundary point (which we assume fixed), but not on the precise path followed by the tail -which can be moved according to (4.10-4.11). If we denote the four lattice insertion points around a vertex as ( r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 ) corresponding to the picture * * * * then the four-term relation discussed above will be of the form
where we have dropped the implied expectation values to simplify notation. Suppose now that we have a quasi-local operator of the above form for which the tail has a non-zero winding number M around the insertion point. Using the relations (4.8), (4.10) and (4.11), we can 'unwind' the tail at the expense of picking up a factor e −2ηM .
Parafermionic operators
We now follow the procedure, outlined in Section 2, in which we embed the 2D lattice into the complex plane and interpret the relation (4.14) as a discrete integral condition around a rhombus 2 . We will embed the lattice into the plane so that the plaquette (4.13) becomes a unit rhombus with angle θ thus:
where z i ∈ C denotes the image of r i . This embedding is achieved by mapping a line with spectral parameter λ to a line in the complex plane characterised by the angle α defined by 16) where the green and black lines meet at 90 degrees, and in which α is specified in terms of λ by the relation
With these conventions, we have that θ in (4.15) is given by
which is consistent with both the Yang-Baxter relation (3.2) (interpreted as a geometrical relation in the plane) and the crossing relation (3.4) (interpreted as reversing the direction of a line). Note that in order that in order that the intersection point of black and green lines occurs at the midpoints of the edges of the rhombus, we need to distort the black lines as shown in (4.15). We now need to introduce two more pieces of notation: firstly, we use α(z) to refer to the angle of the line passing through an embedded point z thus:
Secondly, if we have a function f : Z 2 → C, and an injection ι : Z 2 → C, then there is a unique map F : ι(Z 2 ) → C defined by F (ι( r)) = f ( r). At the potential risk of confusion we shall denote this map F by the same symbol f (z) and refer to it as the image of f ( r), where z = ι( r). We now wish to define an operator corresponding to the image of the different quasi-local operators j( r) considered in Section 4.2. To this end, let us first refine the notation of Section 4.
These operators obey the four-term relations
where δz i refers to the complex number associated with the corresponding anti-clockwise plaquette edge in (4.15), and δz i is its complex conjugate. As explained in Section 2, the first of these relations is a discrete integral condition around the embedded plaquette, corresponding to one half of the Cauchy-Riemann relations: it might be referred to as a half-discrete-holomorphicity condition. The second relation is similarly a discrete version of one half of the relations related to discrete-antiholomorphicity. Let us now consider the spectral parameter dependence of the various currents. From the representation given by (4.4) and (4.7) it is clear that we can express
where the operators j andj have no explicit spectral parameter dependence and are of the form
Noting the relation (4.17), it follows that we have
24)
where all angular information is encoded in the 'spin' s i defined as
Note that this is exactly the internal spin expected from the winding factors e ±2η in (4.8).
3 Here and elsewhere in this paper i denotes √ −1 when it does not appear as a subscript.
CFT interpretation
In the scaling limit, the critical 6V model is described by a compactified free boson action [31] : 27) where g = 1 + iη/π. By convention, the bosonic field ϕ is the coarse-grained limit of a height variable defined on the dual lattice, with jumps ±π according to the sign of arrows in the 6V configuration. The central charge is c = 1. The primary operators in this theory are indexed by integer 'electric' and 'magnetic' charges (e, m), and have conformal dimensions:
More generally, the quasi-local operator inserting a tail of the form e iασ 3 ⊗e iασ 3 ⊗. . . corresponds to a non-integer electric charge e ∈ α/π + Z. On the other hand, the magnetic charge is always an integer, and a magnetic charge m sitting at point r corresponds to the defect of ϕ → ϕ + 2πm of the bosonic field along a closed contour encircling r. The parafermionic operator φ 0 , for instance, has charges e = 1 + iη/π = g and m = 1, which indeed gives conformal dimensions ∆ = g = s 0 and∆ = 0. Similarly, φ 1 has (e, m) = (−g, −1), whereasφ 0 has (e, m) = (g, −1), andφ 1 has (e, m) = (−g, 1).
In the case η = 0, φ 0 (z) and φ 1 (z) are both spin-1 operators and are the sl(2) 1 lattice operators discussed in [18] . In the continuum limit they scale to the corresponding Wess-ZuminoWitten model currents, which are spin-1 Virasoro primaries [32] .
Conserved Currents in the SOS Model
In this section we will examine the behaviour of the currents j i ,j i of Section 4 when we dress the boundary of the vertex model with Baxter intertwiners and use the vertex-face correspondence. In this way we will obtain conserved currents in the SOS model.
Dressed Chevalley generators
Let us define the following functions involving Chevalley generators dressed with our Baxter intertwiners:
Here, we are viewing ψ(a, b|λ) as an element of V λ , and ψ * (a, b|λ), ψ (a, b|λ) : V λ → C, with the Chevalley generators acting on the representation V λ as specified in (4.4) and (4.7). Graphically, we have where the pictures in the first column are 'constructive', in the sense that they follow purely from definitions (5.1-5.4) and our previous graphical notations. It is also useful to introduce the second column of representations, in which we now view the objects as new SOS weights. The following explicit expressions follow from definitions (5.1-5.4):
and 
Elementary moves of SOS tail operators
Let us now list the properties of these SOS versions of Chevalley generators. First of all, they obey relations which are the analogue of the intertwining condition (4.5). We have and similarly for (5.18-5.19) , with inverse phase factors on the right-hand side.
Generalised SOS tail operators
It is worth noting that all the elementary moves described so far in Section 5.2 are also satisfied by a larger class of face weights for tails: 
Basic four-term relations
The face weights F i and T ± i obey four-term relations: The proof of these relations follows from the vertex-face correspondence (3.10-3.11), the vertex model intertwining conditions (4.10-4.12), and the inversion relations (3.12a). The proofs are most easily seen diagrammatically. For example, the proof of (5.24) proceeds by the following diagrammatic equalities: Applying the inversion relation (3.12a) to the right-most term of the first and last lines of this set of equalities leads to the relation (5.24).
SOS currents
Let us now consider a current insertion in our vertex model with a simple tail configuration of the form of (5.27) below:
That is, the tail only travels in a up or left direction from the fixed boundary point to the insertion point. Dressing the boundary 4 and using the vertex-face correspondence, we find = = where all internal height variables are summed over (and the boundary heights either side of the insertion point in the final picture are identified). We see that in this example the dressed quasi-local current in the SOS model is made up from a local insertion of F i orF i and a tail consisting of just T − i insertions. Now suppose we consider general tail configurations corresponding to the f i orf i currents in our vertex model: these may contain right-going and down-going tails and may have non-trivial winding. Let us define embedded quasi-local SOS currents J i (z) andJ i (z) as consisting of the following (note that after embedding into the complex plane, our SOS lattice squares will appear as tilted rhombi as explained in Section 4.5. For simplicity however, we continue to draw them and describe their orientation in terms of the squares that are their preimage):
• insertion of the operator F i orF i at embedded lattice point z,
• insertion of left-and up-going portions of tails consisting of T − i = as above,
• insertion of right-and down-going portions of tails consisting of T
• insertion of the additional corner factors:
That is, all of the corners are formed from the appropriate pairs of T ± i with the additional requirement that the two corners involving left → down, or down → left orientations of the tail acquire the extra factor sinh bη sinh aη indicated depending on the height variables on either side of the corner.
With this definition of SOS currents, we then have the following equivalence under the vertex correspondence
where M is defined to be the anti-clockwise winding number of the tail, and µ 0 = 1,
This equivalence is compatible with the Yang-Baxter relations (5.10-5.11), the inversion inversion relations (5.14a-5.14d), and the commutation relations (5. 16-5.19) , in the following sense: we can either first move the tail using the corresponding relations for the vertex model as discussed in Section 3, and then apply the vertex-face correspondence, or we can first apply the vertex-face correspondence and then manipulate the SOS tail. The result is the same in both cases. It also follows from the intertwining relations (5.24-5.25) that J i (z),J i (z) obey the following four-term current-conservation relation around an SOS plaquette of the form (4.18):
As always, these relations are to be interpreted as expectation values in the embedded SOS model.
Parafermionic operators in the SOS Model
We may now proceed as in the vertex model and define 30) where α(z) has the same definition as in Section 4.5. With these definitions, the SOS current conservation relation (5.29) becomes
As with vertex models we can rewrite these expressions in a form where all the spectral-parameter dependence of F i andF i of equations (5.5-5.7) is taken into an exponential prefactor. Explicitly, we have
where 35) and
are spectral-parameter independent operators.
Heights adjacent to the tail
The face weights (5.8) have the properties:
Let us first discuss the consequences for the currents J 0 (z) andJ 0 (z). We shall reason on a simple tail configuration 5 made only of T − 0 's as in (5.27) . If at any point z on the path of the tail, the height variables across the path are equal, then this is also the case for all pairs of adjacent height variables, along the portion of the path joining z to the insertion point z. Since the height variables are indeed equal on either side of the boundary insertion point, it follows that the tail is only made of faces of the form:
Note that the product of all these factors simplifies, so J 0 andJ 0 finally take a local form in terms of the height variables at the insertion point of F 0 orF 0 : 38) and similarly forJ 0 . This locality property is consistent with the fact that Φ 0 andΦ 0 have integer internal spin. For the SOS currents J 1 andJ 1 , a similar property propagates along the path, but in the opposite direction, i.e., from the insertion point of 
The RSOS case
In this section, we briefly discuss the compatibility of the vertex-face correspondence with RSOS restriction of the face weights. We consider the case η = iπ/(p + 1) and integer p ≥ 3. In this case, as is well known [24] , if we set the reference point x 0 [see Section 3.2.1] to zero, we can consistently restrict the SOS height variables to lie in the interval {1, 2 . . . p}; the reason is that W a a + 1 a − 1 a λ in (3.9) has a simple zero when a = p.
Now consider the vertex-face correspondence (3.8), represented graphically by (3.11) . In the situation of interest, we have
5 Generic paths may include T + i faces, but the reasoning remains valid, due to the symmetry property (5.9).
Here, both terms on the right-hand-side contribute because the zero in the right-most face weight is cancelled by a pole in the intertwiner ψ * (p + 1, p|λ). Nevertheless, if we dress the boundary of the vertex model with intertwiners with heights in {1, 2, · · · , p} then it turns out that following the procedure of Section 3.2.2 produces a RSOS partition function with summed over heights purely in the range {1, 2, · · · , p} -the reason being that there are further zeros appearing from other products of intertwiners. However, if we start with a vertex model with current insertions, then it is a simple exercise to check that applying the vertex-face correspondence, as in Section 5.4, produces non-zero weight contributions from configurations with heights outside of {1, 2, · · · , p} adjacent to the tail. Thus our current insertions are not compatible with the RSOS restriction, and there is no simple way of understanding the role of our currents in the CFTs associated with RSOS models.
6 The Cyclic Solid-On-Solid model Throughout this section, we consider the case when η is of the form η = iπ(p − p )/p, where p and p are coprime integers, and p < p.
The Cyclic SOS Lattice model
Given the two coprime integers p and p , we define the integers and n as follows:
With this definition, and n are also coprime, and we have
Then, under a simultaneous shift of all heights, the expressions (3.5-3.6) for Baxter intertwiners ψ(a, b|λ) and ψ * (a, b|λ) become n-periodic (resp. antiperiodic) for even (resp. odd ), and the face weights W a b d c λ (3.9) become n-periodic. Hence, one may easily define the analogous objects for heights living in x 0 + Z/nZ ≡ x 0 + {0, . . . , n − 1}. For instance, the definition (3.5) of ψ(a, a + 1) is kept for a ∈ x 0 + {0, . . . , n − 2}, and completed by:
and similarly for ψ(a, a − 1|λ), ψ * (a, b|λ) and W a b d c λ . In this way, the intertwining relations (3.7-3.8) and the YBE relations (3.13) are transported from the unrestricted SOS model to the cyclic Solid-On-Solid (CSOS) model, i.e., the SOS model with heights living in x 0 + Z/nZ and critical weights given by (3.9):
Elliptic CSOS models were introduced and studied in [33] [34] [35] , and their correlation functions were computed more recently in [36, 37] . Note that in early studies of the CSOS model (see [33] [34] [35] Let us recall the relation to the Temperley-Lieb (TL) loop model [38] . The face weights (3.9) are of the form
where
The matrix E a b d c gives a representation of the generator of the Temperley-Lieb (TL) algebra with loop weight −2 cosh η.
Identification of parafermionic operators in the scaling limit CFT
For appropriate boundary conditions, the partition function of the CSOS and TL loop models are equal, and hence their central charges too. For a loop weight −2 cos
, Coulomb gas arguments have led to the identification of the TL model central charge as [19, 20] 
A generic method to determine the operator content of SOS models was proposed in [38, 39] , and was also applied to the 'non-dynamical' critical CSOS model in [35] . Up to our knowledge, this exercise has not been done for the CSOS model with dynamical weights (3.9) that we consider here, and so we have performed it in Appendix A. To summarise, the primary operators are combinations of local height probabilities and height defects, with conformal dimensions
, e ∈ Z/n , m ∈ nZ . (6.6)
Our parafermionic operators Φ 0 andΦ 0 are local (as shown in Section 5.6) and involve two neighbouring heights (a, b). The construction in Section 5.5 indicates that Φ 0 (resp.Φ 0 ) can be identified with a holomorphic (resp. anti-holomorphic) field of scaling dimension h = 1 in the continuum limit. This corresponds to the dimension of screening charges, as opposed to conformal primary fields, in the Coulomb Gas picture.
The parafermionic operator Φ 1 is quasi-local, and from Section 5.5 it can be identified with a holomorphic field of scaling dimension h = s 1 = 1 + 2iη/π (and similarly forΦ 1 -which may be identified with an antiholomorphic operator). Using the parametrization (6.6), we find that s 1 = h 13 , and hence identify Φ 1 with the holomorphic part of the degenerate operator Φ 13 .
Conclusions
In this paper, we have used the quantum-group current formalism of [18] in order to construct quasi-local operators in the 6V and trigonometric SOS models. For the 6V case, we have described a systematic procedure that starts from the quantum-group conserved currents and arrives at lattice parafermionic operators (4.24) and (4.25) that (i) obey the discrete integral conditions (4.22) and (4.23) around a rhombus in the complex plane, and (ii) have spins given by (4.26) . These spins appear naturally in (4.24) and (4.25) and express the dependence of the operators on the embedding angle shown in (4.16). The identification with CFT primary fields is then automatic and is described in Section 4.6.
For the trigonometric SOS case, we have defined currents of the SOS model as the image of those in the 6V model under the vertex-face correspondence. The resulting quasi-local SOS operators are shown to obey analogous properties to those of the 6V model: for example, the SOS tail can be moved by (5.12) and (5.13), and the currents obey the four-term relation (5.26) . Following a very similar procedure to the 6V case, we obtain SOS parafermionic operators obeying the discrete integral conditions (5.31) and (5.32) with spins given by (5.35) .
In considering the CFT interpretation of our SOS parafermionic operators, we have concentrated on the CSOS case corresponding to the choice of anisotropy parameter η = iπ(p − p )/p, with p < p coprime. The CSOS case has the twin advantages that it has a relatively well understood CFT limit, and that our quasi-local operators are compatible with the cyclic restriction of height variables (unlike the case for RSOS models as we point out in Section 5.7). We show that our operator Φ 0 actually becomes local in this CSOS case, and we identify it with a CFT screening operator. The operator Φ 1 is still genuinely quasi-local in the CSOS case and is identified with the chiral Φ 13 operator.
There are various questions that are still under investigation by the authors. One problem is to reinterpret the discrete integral conditions away from the critical line by using perturbed conformal field theory, and to identify perturbing fields. Such an analysis was carried out successfully for the chiral Potts model in [15] ; however, the situation for the 6V model close to η = 0 is more subtle due to the marginal nature of the perturbation associated to the parameter η. Finally, the important question of whether our approach can be extended in certain models in order to produce fully discretely-holomorphic operators, whose existence would pave the way for rigorous results on the scaling limit, remains open. , e ∈ Z/n , m ∈ nZ . (A.8)
A.3 Partition function on the torus
Using the approach of [38] , we can map the toroidal partition function of the CSOS model to a linear combination of TL partition functions, which in turn are related to 6V partition functions with proper topological factors [31] . This line of arguments yields the simple result in the scaling limit:
Z CSOS (q) = (qq) c/24 |η(q)| 2 e∈Z/n, m∈nZ q hemqhem . (A.9) where q = e 2iπτ , τ is the modular parameter, and η is the Dedekind eta function. This expression is consistent with the interpretation of the CSOS model as a CFT with central charge (6.5) and operator content (A.8) .
